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Poetry by Tesla Klinger

ORGANIC
I am organic, made of warm loam and foam
That collects on the creek surface in spring.
I sprint, then rest, and try to catch sunlight through a leaf’s breach.
And you do not
You, being mechanical, reek of oil slicked metallic gears.
Formed of right angles, you proceed in calculating motions
And every noise you make is a rhythmic click.
Not so with me
I sway with each gust of wind, allow myself to meander and muse the
Formation of petals and bubbles that appear when rain hits water
But bubbles break into nothing and petals fall at evening’s wink
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You screech and vault as you strategize structures, construct hinges,
And fill holes with grease to avoid oxidation caused by precipitation.
Breaks can be welded and illness reprogrammed.
And yet
You will never know pain or confusion or the smell of spring giving way to summer.
You will carry on indifferent to the depravity and beauty around you while I fall and rise with
each severed friendship and sprung fiddlehead.
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